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Abstract 

If humans cannot perceive even subliminally that 
they have been immersed in or re.moved from a 60 Hz 
maRnetic field of a few gauss strength, comparable 
with the maximal value to be found around domestic or 
ELF co=unication systems, then it becomes very 
improbable that these flelds have deleterious effects. 
With whole body immersion in a large Helmholtz coil 
field, some few individuals demonstrate perception 
acores absolutely impossible by chance, but as they 
nre tested with acoustically quiet sources and with 
better and better isolation from auxiliary nonmagnetic 
clues, f,ewer and fewer individuals show significant 
perception and.none develop the very high scores found 
for sens1tive subjects 1n the open coil systems. With 
an acoustically sealed isolation cabinet now being 
tested, perception scores may approach negligibi~ity. 

As members of the American community, we have 
been living in a sea of 60 Hz magnet1c field of 
moderate, but ever increasing, intensity for something 
over 50 years without any demonstrated cases of injury, 
disability, or even noticeable discomfort, It is thus 
very unlikely that weak magnetic fields are doing 
anything very importantly injurious to us individually 
or as a population. Our European, Asian and Australian 
colleagues have involuntarily been testing 50 Hz and 
several. -0ther frequencies with similar lack of notice
able effect. 

We cannot assume, however, that such effects do 
not exist, or cannot exist, solely because they have 
not come to our acute attention. We know that in the 
early days of ionizing radiation, x-rays in particular, 
these were thought to be harmless because they were 
not felt or seen, and disastrous results followed. We 
certain1.y feel confident that with this half century 
of experience with no traumatic "incidents", there are 
in all likelihood no drastic effects of weak magnetic 
fields on people or other living systems. 

There is a growing sense of obligation, however, 
to establish the safety of technological developments 
in advance rather than regret unfortunate unantici
pated environmental effects and attempt to achieve 
rotrofbces, Consequently we should investigate very 
carefully any possible suspect area, even though we 
fully expect negative results, and must get clearly 
document·ed and quanti tated evidence of any potential 
harm or, for that matter, potential benefits inherent 
in living in a field the average intensity of which 
is inexorably rising as technology intrudes more and 
more intimately into. our personal lives. 

Wlth the precedent of other non-obvious hazards 
clearly .in mind,•we must prove for ourselves and for 
the world at large that there are neither widespread 
minor ef"fects of weak magnetic fields nor rare catas
trophic ,effects. Obviously, we can never establish, 
without testing every individual over his entire iife, 
that ef'fects do not exist at some infinitesimal level, 
but ther,e are demographic and biostatistical tests 
that can establish, at a level satisfactory to all 
reasonable people, that these effects may be considered 
absent. or negligible. 

Launching an adequate epidemiological study, with 
an of the implied special basic research and instru-
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mental development to establish the overall safety of 
weak magnetic fields, is obviously a tremendous under
taking, but we can, at very little expense in time, 
rr.oney and effort, attack one central area of this 
problem. By such a bargain research we can easily 
eliminate tremendous areas of possible influence and 
very quickly establ1.sh the influence or non-influence 
of weak magnetic fields on most important biological, 
especially human, functions, 

Certainly we can expect that subtle psychological 
and behavioral effects, attributed by some to magnetic 
fields, are very unlikely if the organism cannot per
ceive the field, and it is this problem we have chosen 
to attack in our simplistic series of researches. Put 
very simply, we have attampted to determine whether 
normal healthy humans, deprived of other sensory clues, 
can detect in a series of tests whether a field is 
present or is not present. The preliminary results we 
report here bear only on untutored perception, An 
obvious extension of this work will determine whether 
individuals can be taught. to perceive such fields. 

In initiating a rough trial series, we built a 
crude facility capable of generating man-size, fairly 
uniform 60 Hz fields in the.10 gauss rms neighbornood, 
these being representative of strong but environmen
tally likely fields, and attempted to learn whether 
individuals could perceive these fields, What we 
discovered was what any good experimental psychologist 
would expect -- that people are exceedingly clever in 
using auxiliary clues to detect fields even though they 
may be totally unable to detect the fields themselves. 
With a reasonably controlled field, some reasonably 
quiet coils, and a reasonably randomized series of 
experiments, we seemed to find that at least a few 
people could perceive magnetic fields at a level far 
beyond chance probability. As we removed one after 
another auxiliary telltale clue, for example, feeble 
residual humming of the coils, slight changes in room 
illumination due to the varying current demands for 
exciting the coils, even the subliminal hints passed 
from an operator who knew the solution to the subject, 
evidence for magnetic field perception became meager. 
As these influences were eliminated one by one, scores 
dropped to the present level where there may or may not 
be a residual very minor perceptual ability. 

In these experiments we have taken two ·routes1 
one, to produce a large field essentially uniform 
within a two meter cube in which a person can easily 
be housed and in ~hich we have found ourselves inser
ting a tightly closed isolation chamber to shield the 
person further from the ambient environment 
In the other direction we have built very quiet Helm
holtz coils big enough to excite the space containing 
the head of the subject but excluding most of the 
remainder of the body 

The large coil system is designed to produce a 
uniform magnetic field that is+ 5% for a man-sized 
space inside of a Helmholtz system built as a pair of. 
nine foot square coils separated approximately eight 
feet. These coils, wound with number 4 high-tempera
ture rated wire and excited at approximately 100 
amperes from the ordinary 60 Hz city power supply, can 
produce sustained fields in excess of 10 gauss rms 
i.nside the experimental region, and by reverse connec
tion can produce corresponding high gradient fields, 
for we must ~ertainly investigate those mechanisms, 
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such as transport, that depend. on gradients rather 
than field strength alone. 

Because it would be unreasonabie to supply nearly 
25 KVA of largely wattless input power, we routinely 
power factor correct these loads with paper condenser 
banks to nearly unity power factor, The coils are 
excited under the smooth transitional control of 
motor-driven paired variacs so that there is never a 
strong starting or stopping transient and no click or 
flicker of lights as the load comes on. A "fake" coil 
in a distant room draws similar current and is used as 
a dummy load whenever the system is in the "no field" 

condition. 

The system utilizes a Digital Equipment Corpora
tion PDP-5 computer with teletypewriter and power 
control interface as its control processor and data 
accumulation center. We have a program which allows 
the computer to decide, with the aid of a random 
number generator, immediately before each test run 
whether it will be a real or fake run, Having 
decided, the computer runs up the field and. signals 
the subject to make a choice. He is given a period, 
up to ten seconds, to actuate one of two buttons 
signifying whether he believes the field to be present 
or absent. Failure to respond within 10 seconds 
results in a time-out record which restarts the 
program, leaving that trial unassigned as positive or 
negative but counted in a separate accumulator. 

The statistical design at which we have arrived 
calls for a run of 150 choices, which is about the 
minimum that will give good discrimination between 
chance, and systematic but low, discriminatory 
ability and the upper load limit of an experimental 
subject without excessive boredom or fatigue. 

An experiment ordinarily takes approximately 20 
minutes, Results are automatically tabulated on a 
teletypewriter and are simultaneously punched on 
paper tape for subsequent analysis, A trajectory 
plot is subsequently drawn off-line by the CalComp 
Plotter. In early expe~iments the subject was simply 
seated in a shock mount isolated chair or alternative
ly lay on a padded,· non-metallic couch within the 
field, No one beside the experimental subject was 
allowed inside the room during experiments. In some 
cases; a buzzing device called a "growler" was used 
to mask any possible residual· hum from the coils, 

We soon outlawed this growler because we realized. 
that it could mask real perception as well as false 
clue perception, Subsequently, a heavy laminated 
plywood cabinet, known affectionately as the "coffin", 
was developed into which the subject can be placed 
for much greater acoustic, visual and vibration iso
lation. This cabinet contains ~lenty of air for the 
duration of an experiment but becomes uncomfortably 
hot from body heat production so that we have reluc
tantly adopted a ventilation procedure, even though 
it could conceivably increase the penetration of 
60 Hz air vibrations into the system, 

An unusual feature of the cabinet is the sealing 
·procedure by which a mere one to two thousand feet of 
vacuum cleaner produced altitude in the chamber seals 
the door against its gaskets with something like a 
ton of force so that elaborate clamps need not be 
used, There is, of course. a basic mechanical clamp
ing system to produce an initial seal, 

The small coil experiments utilize a set of 
Helmholtz coils, each wound with 100 turns of number 
10 wi.re, The coils are 16 inches in diameter and, a.re 
separated by 16 inches. In these coils the field 
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through the head of the subject is satisfo.ctori1y 
constant. The coils are plastic impregnated. and 
tightly bound so there is essentially no vibration or 
sound from them. The coil interaction forces are 
slight enough so that a rigid b1.1t not very strorie; 
mount can be used. The complete coil system is sus
pended by compliant mounts from-above to guarantee 
further mechanical isolation from the subject. This 
small coil system is capable of producing 25 gauss 
indefinitely and could be pushed over 100 gauss if 
there were reason.for such excitation, but has been run 
for these experiments at the comparatively low field 
of 15·gauss rms, which we consider about the highest 
to be encountered ordinarily in the domestic environ
ment with a few notable exceptions. 

While the seal'ed. cabinet is large enough to 
accommodate the small coils, so that the subject could, 
if necessary, be isolated in the cabinet with the 
coils inside, we have not felt that this further iso
latio,n is yet necessary. 

In reporting these experimental results, it is 
essential that the somewhat special graphic represen
tation which is used should be fully understood, for 
it combines not only an overall statistical signifi
cance measure, but permits part-by-part insight into 
the characteristic runs of correct and incorrect 
choices that seem to occur; some kind of perceptive 
ability or information leakage that comes and goes. 
We have routinely used series of 150 choices to 
constitute the experimental run, as this design gives 
significance at approximately the one in twenty level 
with an expected error rate of about one in ten. 

In the graphical presentation, each step along 
the abscissa represents one trial and is stepped up 
one unit in ordinate if correct, and stepped down one 
unit if the choice is incorrect, irrespective of 
whether the coil happened to be actuated or not in 
either case; that is to say, a correct choice of field, 
present or absent, results in a step upward, while an 
incorrect selection, either with or without field, 
results in one step downward, As a result, the 
graphical staircase would go uniformly up at a 45° 
angle if the subject made nothing but correct choices. 
Similarly, it would step downward at 45° were he 
always to make wrong choices. 

Either of these performances would, of course, 
be of the highest possible significance. The trajec
tories shown on each curve are those representing 
selected values of probability over a wide range 
(cumulative two tail values), typically for p = 0,05, 
0.01, 0.001, 0.0001. 

These trajectories are obviously symmetrical for 
uniformly correct and uniformly incorrect performance 
so that they form mirror image patterns, The record 
for a person guessing completely at random should 
vacillate about the middle line, progressively making 
longer and longer excursions away from the axis as 
more and more choices are included. In spite of these 
larger excursions from the equal right and wrong axis 
it would, however, still be gaining statistical sig
nificance as indkated by the more slowly diverging 
p value lines, 

In Figure 3 we have a typical performance (small 
coil) for a subject showing classically null results, 

.A record.crossing.any one of the p value trajectories 
becomes more and more significant as it moves to the 
right and as more and more trials are included. It 
also becomes possible, as we progress along an exper
imental run line, to detect a very common phenomenon 
in which the subject seems to detect the field, where 
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ho catches on to the clues, clings to them for a 
while, and then loses them. 

Some observers seem to make runs of positive and 
negative success (1''ig, 1~) (small coil) which taken 
t,ogether become insignificant. While it is indeed 
possible to be fooled by statistical runs of this 
kind that occur purely by chance, it will become 
obvious that in a number of subjects tested experi
,nentally, the runs within a series are exceedingly 
improbable by chance, even though the overall proba
bility of the complete run might be attributable to 
chance, 

The experiment illustrated in Figure 5, taken 
111th the large coil and with the subject supine on a 
padded couch in the middle of the field without an 
isolation cabinet, attained the nearly incredible 
results shown in this figure, On the basis of simple 
chance, this record would occur only once in seven 
hundred billion trials. Here, the subject was almost 
certainly hearing or feeling vibration or sound 
subliminally. In an even more spectacular demonstra
tion not illustrated by a separate figure, this same 
female subject achieved the almost unbelievable level 
of 6 x 10-28 probability, this time in a seated 
position in the same coil. 

In Figure 6 we have an illustration, obtained 
with the small coil, of an anticorrelation result, 
In this experiment the subject, without extended runs 
of success or failure, meandered his way to a highly 
significant but negative correlation having a p value 
of 0.004. This is not an impressive record compared 
with the previous one, but is still one that statis
ticians in general C(:>nsi.der highly significant, 

Now, what significance can be attached to this 
series. of experiments taken as a whole? We have 
attempted an overall summary·in•the dual Figure 7 
where the left half of the figure summarizes the 
experience with the large coil and that on the right 
the overall experience with the small coils, As there 
could well be significance in the position of the 
subject or in the axis of excitation with respect to 
the body symmetry, these features have been shown by 
the form of the indicating circle, square, or other 
character. These accumulated experiments can, 
however, be lumped together for an examination at a 
glance of their overall indications, 

There is no striking evidence of a positional 
significance; i.e. sitting, lying supine, or lying on 
one side causes no great change in whatever percep
tion is occurring, In those control experiments 
where the subject was sitting outside the coil, we do 
have a special interest, for in at least two cases, 
P values of o.04 were achieved when the subject was 
only within the extreme fringe field of the coil but 
was still within possible vibration and hearing range 
of any subliminal clues. 

If we treat all of the experiments, excluding 
those cases where the subject was outside of the 
field, as one pooled experiment, there remains a 
positive residual p value of 0,0052; that is to say, 
this result should occur in a series of massive 
experiments of this size only once in 200 times. 
Obviously the subjects are perceiving something, but 
vm:y likely it is subliminal vibration, sound, or 
other clue, although this has not been proven. 

Turning now to the small coil experiments 
illustrated ln the right half of Figure 7, where 
there is objectively less vibration and sound in the 
l.mmediate coil structures., we have had no spectacular 

performances, either positivo or negative. Only in 
one case was our usual high significance go, no-go 
line at O. 04 probability exceeded, and this, as it 
happens, was in negative correlation. This particular 
experiment is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Lumping all the small cons results together to 
form one pooled experiment, the mean for the series 
falls at 74,9 correct choices, which is precisely the 
null average value, 

It would be excluding significant data if we 
failed to mention that several of the subjects seem 
very certain that they are sensing some kind of a field 
or sensation even though they are not sure whether they 
hear it, feel it, or sense it in some other way. 
Unlike some of the statistical experiments we have all 
encountered, the subjects are very likely to be correct 
when they report that they are feeling, hearing, or 
otherwise sensing the fields; that is to say, that 
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whe~ they are making good performance records, either 
positive or negative, theu are fairly sure that they 
are sensing the field, This is, however, an informed 
clinical impression rather than a statistically docu
mented fact. 

In summary, it is unquestionable that subjects 
can, under some conditions, sense the presence of a 
magnetic 60 Hz field or of subtle clues incidental to 
its generation, and it is clear that some individuals 
are much more successful at this than others. This 
was incidentally illustrated in the last figure by 
placing all experiments for one individual vertically 
along a single line, at each abscissa value. Without 
data from the highly isolated cabinet and for a large 
number of experiments,.it would be impossible for us 
to conclude that there is no direct magnetic percep
tion, but on the other hand, there is, in the small 
and large coil data shown here, no overwhelming 
evidence for such perception. 
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